Abstract. As the interest in virtual reality is growing both from academia and industry, its new application areas emerge, one of which is the virtual marketplaces. We have previously proposed that buyers may share their experience with sellers in virtual marketplaces by exchanging their feedback. The feedback is composed of terms describing merchandise based on the users' five senses. However, some of these terms (e.g., soft) may be subjective and have different semantics for different buyers. Thus, alignment of the feedback containing subjective terms becomes an indispensable step before using exchanged feedback for reputation computations. In this paper, we propose a novel approach to align subjectivity in user feedback for reputation computation in virtual marketplaces. We demonstrate how sensory data in virtual reality can be exploited to handle subjectivity and describe how the aligned feedback can be used in seller reputation computation.
Introduction
Virtual Reality (VR) is defined as an artificial environment experienced through sensory stimuli provided by a computer. Current research on VR aims to develop a simulated reality that is realistic enough to satisfy our five senses. As this technology is getting mature, its new application areas emerge, such as virtual marketplaces. The virtual marketplaces mentioned in this paper are referred to as the environments where virtual reality is used by buyers to virtually experience products with their five senses and make shopping decisions based on the experience. Previous research has concerned about adopting virtual reality into e-commerce [2, 8] and also validated whether and how virtual reality can influence trust and thus impact consumer decision making in advance. For example, Papadopoulou [11] demonstrates that virtual marketplaces enable the formation of trust over conventional web stores. Nassiri [10] further explains that trust is improved by the mechanisms such as avatar appearance and haptic tools, while Teoh and Cyril [14] point out that presence and para-social presence assisted by virtual reality can affect trust. The weakness of their research is that they do not consider designing an effective trust and reputation mechanism to address the inherited trust problem in virtual marketplaces. For instance, some users may be dishonest, e.g., some sellers may not deliver the products as promised. Users may also have different competency, e.g., some sellers may provide only low quality products.
In order to address the trust problem in virtual marketplaces, a five-sense oriented feedback provision approach has been proposed in our previous work [4] . This approach allows buyers to share their past experience about sellers by exchanging their feedback based on five senses, namely, vision, sound, touch, taste and smell. Then, the reputation of sellers can be modeled based on the shared feedback. Our approach is supported by the study of Luca et al. [7] that, virtual objects can be created by copying the real products, such as using the 3D scanner to record visual information and using haptic devices to collect tactile information. With the aid of special equipments, such as haptic gloves, users can also sense the virtual copies similar to real objects, and can perceive the attributes (e.g., softness) of the virtual objects. This allows the user to compare a real merchandised object with its advertised virtual copy and compose feedback based on this five-sense oriented comparison.
However, feedback based on five senses may involve users' own subjectivity because of subjective terms used in the feedback. For example, a simple concept like "soft" has different semantics for different users. The same object can be perceived as "adequately soft" by a user A while it would be perceived as "inadequately soft" by another user B. Thus, if B receives A's feedback of "adequately soft", B could be misled. Instead, the feedback of A should be translated to "may be inadequately soft" before being exposed to B. In this view, the first step before using feedback is to align the subjective terms in the exchanged feedback. Then, the aligned feedback can be used to compute reputation of sellers.
In this paper, we propose a subjectivity alignment approach by adopting virtual reality tools with the information available in human users' five senses. To do so, each user is coupled with an agent which learns the semantics of subjective terms for the user and maps the subjective terms in its user's vocabulary onto objective sensory data in the form of fuzzy membership functions. This agent shares these learned metrics with the agents of other users. Thus, for each buyer, collected feedback towards a target seller can be aligned according to the buyer's own subjectivity. Then, the aligned feedback can be used to compute the reputation of the target seller. We carry out experiments to demonstrate that with our subjectivity alignment approach, buyers can more accurately model sellers reputation. Our novel proposal of the feedback alignment approach provides an effective reputation mechanism particularly for virtual reality The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a summary of related work on subjectivity alignment. In Section 3, we describe our subjectivity alignment approach in more details and explain how we can use the aligned results to compute reputation of sellers. Finally, we conclude the current work and propose our future research in Section 4.
Related Work
Existing research tries to deal with the influence of ratings [9, 13, 15] provided by the third party on a subjective basis. Most previous research uses collaborative filtering tool to address the subjectivity problem in trust modeling. These approaches suffer from the risk of losing or discounting some important information. For example, from the perspective of behavioral modeling, Noorian et al. [16] propose a two-layered cognitive approach to filter or discount the ratings provided by others. The ratings are discounted according to the rating similarity between the user and the advisor as well as the behavior characteristics of the user and the advisor.
The information loss problem is addressed in Regan et al.'s work [13] , which uses Bayesian learning tools to model sellers' properties and the correlations between sellers' properties and the advisor's ratings. Thus, towards a rating provided by an advisor, the buyer can infer back the seller's most possible properties and then based on the inferred result to further infer his own rating on the target seller. Sufficient shared interactions between the user and the advisor are needed for precisely modeling advisors' truth subjectivity. Koster et al. [6] claim to use clustering and Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) to align the subjective trust evaluation using objective information of the interactions. The limitations of the above mentioned approaches [6, 13, 16 ] mainly lie in: 1) Shared interactions are needed; 2) They generally offer limited flexibility for users to deal with the dynamic behavior of sellers and dynamic subjectivity of advisors.
Different from the above mentioned research, another approach to solve the subjectivity problem is to automatically compute the reputation value based on reviews instead of ratings. For example, Ş ensoy et al. [3] propose an ontology-based approach to allow agents directly interpret the reviews and thus compute trust and reputation value of sellers to eliminate undesirable products/services. However, this approach may fail if some concepts in the ontology and reviews are subjective, i.e., their meaning may change from user to user.
In our approach, agents of users (i.e., buyers and advisors) learn their users' subjectivity based on the users' own experience with sellers, and thus do not require shared interactions between buyers and advisors. This learning is a continuous process and can cope with the changes of advisors' subjectivity. Our approach aligns advisors' feedback about each interaction with sellers, and is able to deal with the dynamic behavior of sellers.
Approach
Specifically, in our approach, each user is assisted by a software agent and equipped with virtual reality simulators. These simulators have ability to syntheses visual, tactile, sound, taste and smell information. Sellers send potential buyers virtual representations of their products (i.e., avatars), which are used by the simulators on buyers' side to experience virtual presentations of these products. Based on these presentations, buyers make their shopping decisions. However, some sellers may deceive buyers by sending virtual representations different from real products. Hence, in addition to virtual products, buyers may also refer to feedback (e.g., ratings and reviews) provided by other buyers just as that in traditional e-commerce websites. As indicated in Section 1, feedback based on human users' five senses may involve advisors' own subjectivity.
In our paper, as shown in Figure 1 , a Concept Learner Engine is attached to the agent, by which it can learn the semantics of its user's subjective terms in a shared vocabulary [3] . The agent learns the semantics of these subjective terms over time by exploiting the correlation between the subjective product evaluation provided by its user and the sensory data, simulated by virtual reality tools (e.g., haptic tools) for products avatars. The semantic metrics in Definition 1 are specified in the form of fuzzy membership functions and shared with the agents of other users. Thus, the feedback communicated among agents will be composed of only objective terms and semantic metrics. This allows the agent to clearly interpret the feedback provided by other users and transform it into its own user's subjective terms. Then, using its user's preferences, the agent can estimate the degree of satisfaction for its user based on the past transactions reported by other users.
Definition 1.
A semantic metric is an objective metric that models the correlation between subjective term and corresponding objective sensory data. 
Sensory Stimuli
There are five types of sensory stimuli rendered to users in virtual reality. In this paper, we focus on tactile stimuli in order to elaborate our approach clearly. Tactile stimuli is a stimuli related to the sense of touching. Haptic devices are used to synthesize tactile stimuli for the user. The input of an haptic device is the trajectory of the user's hand on a virtual object. Based on this input trajectory and the model of the virtual object, the haptic device computes an output trajectory which is used to render the tactile stimuli.
Consider a model of virtual duck shown in Figure 2 1 . A user is equipped with some special gloves to sense trajectory of the user's hands over the virtual duck. While the user moves his hands over the virtual duck, the trajectory is input to the haptic device. The input trajectory is shown in Table 1 . This trajectory is composed of a set of points recorded over time. Each point has a position on real XYZ-coordinates and forces applied by the user's hand in XYZ directions. Based on the input trajectory and the model, the haptic device computes the output trajectory in Table 2 , which is composed of points on the virtual XYZ-coordinates. The output trajectory also determines the forces that will be applied at each point to the users' hands by the gloves to create tactile stimuli.
From Table 1 and 2, we can see that actually the tactile information of the virtual objects are presented in XYZ-coordinators, and it can be identified from the change of output trajectory with respect to input trajectory by using the gloves. In order to elaborate our approach more clearly, we make following definition.
Definition 2.
Objective value of subjective attributes is of simple numeric type. It means that, instead of using a vector, i.e., XYZ-coordinate to represent the tactile attributes of an object, a numerical value can be a substitute as shown in the following sections. Obviously, it makes sense since a user percepts each attribute, such as softness, from the above mentioned force-feedback mechanism one by one. In other words, all the attributes can be identified from the same XYZ-coordinates. In this paper, for the sake of clarity and simplicity, the norm of the trajectory vector is used as objective value for subjective attributes such as softness. 
User Feedback
We assume users have a vocabulary by which a user describes what is advertised to him by the seller and what is received in reality. Two feedback examples for the same seller and the same product are shown in Figure 3 and 4. In these examples, the advisors use objective attributes such as material, price, color, and delivery duration. These attributes are objective, because they are interpreted in exactly the same way by different people and agents. However, the feedback also contains a subjective attribute, softness. Subjective attributes can be represented in the form of visual, sound, tactile, smell or taste information respectively. They take values that may be interpreted differently by different people and agents, and that is why these features are called subjective. In Figure 3 , Bob perceived the virtual duck advertised as stiff, and the real duck was also stiff. However, Jack considered the same virtual duck as hardly soft, while the real duck purchased turned out to be soft. Assume another buyer Tom wants to estimate the degree of the toy's softness based on Bob's and Jack's feedback. The conflicting arguments in the feedback would puzzle Tom. Hence, the semantic metrics of subjective terms in the feedback provided by Bob and Jack (see Figure 4) should be learned firstly by the agents of Bob and Jack. Then, rather than the subjective concepts, the agent of Tom collects these two semantic metrics and computes the similarities between them with Tom's own semantic metrics [12] . The subjective term stiff of Bob or soft of Jack will be aligned to the subjective term of Tom whose semantic metric is the most similar to that of stiff or soft respectively.
Subjectivity Alignment
The agent of a user is responsible for modeling semantics of the subjective terms in its user's vocabulary. Here, through virtual reality simulators, the subjective terms of buyers are learned and mapped onto corresponding values of objective sensory data that are numeric in our system. It should be noted that, the learning is an iterative process that requires sufficient interactions data between the agent and its user in order to obtain relatively precise mapping metrics. A basic learning unit (see Figure 5 ) is as follows: the agent provides a sensory stimuli to its user, and the user percepts the stimuli and provides to the agent a corresponding subjective term (e.g., too soft) that best presents his perception in his vocabulary to the agent. Besides, the learning is also a continuous procedure because the perception of a user may change over time. For example, a user may become less sensitive to tactile stimulus as he gets older. Thus, the learned metrics should be updated regularly after a certain time interval. Furthermore, in reality, it is common that human users cannot present their perceptions consistently. That is, more than two different but similar subjective terms may be provided by the same user for the similar objective sensory data as he has some fuzzy sensory zones. Hence, to better and more precisely specify the mapping metrics, we introduce the trapezoidal membership function with pseudo partitioning [1] , ranging in the unit interval [0, 1], to represent the degree of truth, μ, for the subjective terms. Here, 1 indicates the full membership of a given subjective term, referring that a user is completely confident about his perception. If the degree of truth ρ ∈ (0, 1), it means that the user might sometimes describe his perception using this subjective term, and at other times use other terms in his vocabulary due to the perception sensitivity. Figure 6 ); x ∈ X (universe of discourse, i.e., the value range of objective sensory data). Example 1 involves the subjective attribute softness to demonstrate the semantic metrics of a user. Example 1. The user describes his touching experience in subjective terms such as adequately soft, inadequately soft and over soft. To be specific, the sensory data of softness is considered in the range of [0,100], while 0 means its minimum value and 100 the maximum value. Through the Concept Learner Engine, his agent learns the user's semantic metrics of subjective terms related to subjective attribute softness, as shown in Figure 7 . For inadequately soft, adequately soft and over soft, three corresponding trapezoidal membership functions are constructed and "30", "50", "70", "85" imply the transition points.
After learning the semantic metrics for its own user's subjective terms and sharing the learned results with the agents of other users, the agent can then align other users' feedback according to its user's subjectivity. For feedback alignment, the following two different scenarios should be considered.
Scenario 1:
If objective sensory data is available in the feedback provided by another buyer (advisor), the agent of the buyer who receives the feedback can directly map the sensory data to corresponding subjective terms based on the learned semantic metrics of its buyer. The agent first calculates truth degrees as the buyer's perceiving strengths of different subjective terms, according to Equation 1. The subjective term with the highest truth degree is chosen as the dominating perception of the buyer according to the feedback. 2. Scenario 2: If, for subjective attributes, only subjective terms are available in the advisor's feedback. The agent computes the similarity [12] between the learned semantic metric of each of its buyer's subjective term and that of the subjective term provided in the feedback. The subjective term with the highest similarity is considered as the buyer's perception. For example, both users A and B have different semantic metrics for the subjective terms in Example 1. Considering the case where A provides the feedback of "adequately soft" to B. The agent of A translates "adequately soft" into the objective semantic metric for "adequately soft" and shares with B the feedback after this translation. B's agent computes the similarity [12] between A's semantic metric of "adequately soft" with B's three semantic metrics for softness, i.e., similarity between membership functions (See Equation 2 ). The subjective term of B which has the highest similarity value with A's semantic metric for "adequately soft" is considered to be B's estimated perception according to A's feedback. Thus, the feedback from A is aligned according to B's own subjectivity.
whereÃ andB refer to user A and user B's semantic metrics respectively; d is the hamming distance between two fuzzy sets. For the fuzzy sets X 1 and
, where x i ∈ X (universe of discourse) and X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n };Ã ∩B andÃ ∪B correspond to fuzzy MIN and MAX operation.
Reputation Computation
Subjectivity alignment proposed here can be used in many applications, such as recommender system, product or service selection as well as trust and reputation systems. Traditional reputation systems like eBay 2 allow consumers provide feedback in the form of ratings and simple text reviews. Generally, the ratings are aggregated by the system to compute reputation of the sellers. Then, reputation of sellers are referred by consumers to make shopping decisions. Similar ideas can also be adopted in virtual marketplaces where reputation mechanism can be more convincible on the basis of following two points: 1) Feedback in e-marketplaces is more expressive than that in traditional environments, as demonstrated in [4] ; 2) Reputation of sellers can be more accurately modeled with our subjectivity alignment approach.
For the seller has been sufficiently interacted in the past, the reputation can be directly computed. In view of the subjectivity alignment approach proposed by this paper, the distributed reputation system is more appropriate [5] . In our design, each buyer can form his personal view about reputation of each seller after aligning subjectivity in others' feedback according to his own subjectivity with the assistant of his agent. That is, the agent directly collects objective semantic metrics shared by agents of other buyers, and then aligning them according to its user's own semantic metrics. Reputation of sellers are modeled using multi-dimensional reputation computation method via Reputation Computation Engine.
The main flow for the buyer B's actions to compute the reputation value of the seller S is illustrated as the following four steps: 1) The agent of the buyer B requests and collects a set of feedback about the seller S, where subjective terms are translated to objective semantic metrics represented as fuzzy membership functions; 2) Semantic metrics in the collected feedback are transformed into B's own semantic metrics; 3)
Based on B's own preferences for different attributes and the aligned feedback of each past transaction, degrees of satisfaction are computed for the transactions; 4) The reputation of seller S is computed as the average degree of satisfaction.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper proposes a novel approach to align subjective feedback for reputation computation. It takes advantages of virtual reality simulators in human users' five sense. We demonstrate how sensory data in virtual reality can be exploited in virtual marketplaces to handle subjectivity in user feedback and describe how the aligned feedback can be used in seller reputation computation. More specifically, the agent of each user is responsible for learning semantic metrics for subjective terms in its user's vocabulary, by mapping each subjective term into corresponding objective semantic metric. The semantic metrics are specified in the form of the trapezoidal membership function. Besides, buyers can more accurately and stably model sellers' reputation.
This work represents an important initial step for constructing trust and reputation mechanism in virtual marketplaces. For future work, we will conduct more experiments to validate that the subjectivity alignment approach can significantly improve the efficiency and robustness of existing trust and reputation mechanisms, and compare it with other related approaches.
